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Abstract
Dynamic Guard Channels (DCG) reduces the dropping and blocking rates in a network. However, most of the
existing DGC allocations are not quite efficient because there were consideration for only the Handoff (HO) calls
while the New calls (NC) were not considered; this leads to poor Quality of Service (QoS) for NC. Although it is
better to give priority to HO calls over NC since the breaking of the connection of an established communication
is more annoying than blocking a NC. Thus, there is need to provide an alternative approach that guarantees an
acceptable QoS in terms of both the HC and the NC. This paper presents the performance evaluation of an adaptive
guard channel allocation; the schememade use of two different models (1) guard channel with fuzzy logic (2) guard
channel without fuzzy logic. Priority is given to handoff call due to the scarcity of radio spectrum. When all the
guard channels have been allocated and the arrival rate of handoff calls keeps on increasing, new set of threshold
values would be estimated by fuzzy logic model. Performancemetrics are; Call Blocking Rate (CBR), Call Dropping
Rate (CDR) and Throughput. Results showed that guard channel with fuzzy logic has the CBR values range from
24.02% to 69.015 and CDR values range from 12.025 to 18.90% while guard channel without fuzzy logic has CBR
values range from 28.22% to 75.65% and CDR values range from 19.06% to 36.50%. The scheme proved to be more
efficient in congestion control in wireless network.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Global System for Mobile (GSM) communi-

cation has become so important in the life of man
and the use of the GSM is not being limited to the
rich alone but to all human beings be it rich, poor,
old or young. This has led to the ever-growing de-
mand for GSM communications by people as re-
ported by the GSM Association which could make
congestion inevitable [1, 2]. Cellular networks
have evolved into one of the most exciting areas in
telecommunications industries. New generations
of cellular networks support a wide variety of ser-
vices such as voice, data, and video. The user of
3.5 G or newer cellular networks can make a voice
call or/ and make data connection, while watch-
ing an online movie. Mobile devices are becom-
ing more and more indispensable in our daily life.
Technological advancements and the availability
of high-speed connections have made the mobile
device a handy tool for managing day-to-day tasks
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involving sensitive data, monetary transactions
etc [3]. People show more interest in digital pay-
ment, mobile banking, digital news; this led to ex-
ponential growth and tremendous increase in mo-
bile users which put pressure on bandwidth.
In the past, existing mobile devices were not

equipped to connect to more than one access net-
work simultaneously. However, in recent times,
mobile devices are now equipped to physically con-
nect to multiple data links. With this develop-
ment, hand-over process occurs frequently and
simultaneously, operators therefore need to in-
crease their network capacity to provide efficient
network services tomeet this growing demand [4].
Many factors like quality of service (QoS), lower
power usages and ever-present mobile coverage
play important role to select the mobile operator
by the users. Thus, wireless networks should be
designed with desired quality-of-service require-
ments to achieve a better performance.
A new adaptive channel allocation method

based on guard channels was proposed, fuzzy logic
model is applied to determine the threshold set as
guard channels in the base station. The proposed
channel allocation scheme helps to give priority to
the handoff call over the new call and also reduce
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congestion in mobile network.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Channel assignment technique is basically

of three major types: Fixed channel assign-
ment (FCA), Dynamic channel assignment (DCA)
and Hybrid channel assignment (HCA). In FCA
schemes, the cellular area is partitioned into a
number of cells and a number of channels as-
signed are static. It is simple but it is not easy to
adapt to the changes in traffic conditions. Thus,
DCA schemes have been introduced in order to
overcome those challenges of FCA schemes. In
DCA, all channels are placed in a central pool and
they are accessible to all cells as needed. DCA
schemes is flexible and it also adapt easily to the
traffic condition. Although DCA performs better
than FCA under high to moderate traffic but its
performance is worse than that of FCA under con-
ditions of heavy traffic changes. HCA scheme is
a combination of both FCA and DCA techniques,
where channels are grouped into two sets; one set
of channels is statically assigned to a base station
as in FCA and the second set is placed in a central
pool, assigned in a DCA manner [5–7].
The mobile management or the quality-of ser-

vice (QoS) for a cellular communication is a func-
tion of handoff process. The said process could be
defined as the call transfers of a mobile station
from one base station to another base station or
one cell boundary to another cell boundary or from
one base station system [8]. Handoff refers to the
process by which an active mobile station changes
its point of attachment to the network, or when
such a change is attempted. The handover pro-
cess is one of the essential means that guarantees
usermobility in amobile communication network.
Handoff is a key element in wireless cellular net-
works. Numerous protocols have been designed to
limit the probability of interrupting ongoing calls
in a situation whereby the call termination of the
on-going calls is becoming difficult to avoid. Dif-
ferent ideas and approaches are proposed to re-
duce the handover dropping probability. One ap-
proach to reduce the handover failure rate is to
prioritize handover call over new calls [9]. Han-
dover prioritization schemes have a significant
impact on the call dropping probability and call
blocking probability. Such scheme permits high
utilization of bandwidth while guaranteeing the
quality of service of handover calls. Some of these
handover prioritization schemes are; guard chan-
nel prioritization scheme, call admission control
prioritization scheme, handover queuing prioriti-
zation scheme, cell overlapping and load balanc-
ing scheme.
Existing scheme such as [10] presented an

adaptive call admission control and resource allo-
cation in multi server wireless/cellular network.
The proposed mechanism did not a controller that
can optimally allocate the ordinary channels and
guard channels in each cell of the cluster in cellu-
lar network. [11] did a performance comparison of
dynamic guard channel assignment with buffered
prioritized scheme for mobile WiMAX network.

While the prioritized guard channel assignment
scheme with buffer reduced handover call drop-
ping probability more than any other channel as-
signment scheme, it compromise the QoS of new
call as it led to a higher call blocking probability
[12] developed efficient utilization of channels us-
ing dynamic guard channel allocation with chan-
nel borrowing strategy in handoffs. The scheme
only gave priority to the handoff call and did not
considered new call. [13] designed a channel al-
location scheme for cellular network using fuzzy
logic. The scheme only considered centroid de-
fuzzification method, comprehensive simulation
and analysis could be carried out to investigate
other forms of defuzzification such as center of
gravity (COG), mean of maximum (MOM), and
center average methods. [14] designed an im-
proved channel allocation scheme for mobile cel-
lular network. The work applied hybrid chan-
nel allocation method which gives better perfor-
mance, majorly under heavy traffic loads. [15] de-
veloped a fuzzy-based dynamic time slot alloca-
tion for wireless body area networks. The model
only considered centroid defuzzification method,
the result obtained can be compared with other
methods such as center of gravity (COG), mean of
maximum (MOM), and center average methods.
[16] presented a cellular cluster channel alloca-
tion using an edge weight frequency assignment
algorithm. The scheme should be enhanced fur-
ther to improve better network optimization. [17]
Presented a review work on different models of
fixed channel assignment in mobile communica-
tion systems. The survey work did not indicate
the best fixed channel allocation scheme in cellu-
lar mobile network. [18] designed a resource al-
location algorithm for LTE networks using fuzzy
based adaptive priority and effective bandwidth
estimation.

3. MODEL DESCRIPTION
In this paper, the model made use of adaptive

channel assignment scheme that consists of adap-
tive guard channels and opened channels. The
guard channels represent the frequency reserved
exclusively for handoff calls in order to continue
to sustain the established communication. The
opened channels are accessible to both the hand-
off calls and the new calls that arrived in the base
station. The channel assignment algorithm setup
a specific threshold value, “g”, that is equivalent
to the number of the guard channels used at dif-
ferent instances. When all the guard channels
have been allocated, the newly arrived handoff
calls will be dropped. At this point, when there
is higher arrival rate of handoff calls than the set
threshold value, another “g” would be computed.
The work considered two different schemes; an

adaptive channel assignment scheme with fuzzy
logic model and an adaptive channel assignment
scheme without fuzzy logic model. The scheme
with fuzzy logic model made use of fuzzy logic sys-
tem to estimate the number of guard channels as
it output value, taking into consideration the total
number of handoff calls in the guard channels and
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the number of free channels as the inputs into the
fuzzy system. The system architecture diagram
is represented with Fig. 1 while the system flow
chart is represented with Fig. 2.

Algorithm 1
Start
Call Arrival
IF (Call arrived = New Call) THEN
“Check for Opened Channel Available”

IF (Opened Channel is Available) THEN
“Accept Call”
ELSE
“Block Call”

END IF
ELSE IF (Call arrived = Hand-off Call) THEN
“Check for Opened Channel Available”

IF (Opened Channel is Available) THEN
“Accept Call”

ELSE IF (Opened Channels are not Available)
“Check for any Free Guard Channel”

IF (Any Free Guard Channel is found) THEN
“Accept Call”

ELSE
“Apply Fuzzy Logic System to get new Threshold”

IF (Guard Channel is found) THEN
“Accept Call”

ELSE
“Drop Call”

END IF
END IF
END IF

3.1. Fuzzy Logic System (FLS)
Fuzzy Logic System is a problem-solving con-

trol systemmethodology that lends itself to imple-
mentation in systems based upon ambiguous, or
imprecise input information. The FLS approach
in solving problems mimics how a person would
make decisions, much faster. FLS incorporates a
simple, rule-based IF X AND Y THEN Z approach
to solving control problem rather than attempting
to model a systemmathematically. FLS make use
of linguistic variable and terms such as HIGH and
LOW. The fuzzy rules used by the interference en-
gine is indicated in Table 1.

Table 1: Fuzzy Rule Base.

Total Free Number of Threshold/Guard
Channel handoff calls in channel

GC
HFC Hho H
LFC Hho H
HFC Lho H
LFC Lho L
FREE CHANNEL (HIGH = HFC AND LOW = LFC)
GUARD CHANNEL HANDOFF NUMBER (HIGH=

HGchoN , AND LOW = LGchoN )
THRESHOLD/GUARD CHANNEL (HIGH = H AND

LOW = L)

4. ASSUMPTION AND NOTATIONS
In this work, we developed a Fuzzy Logic Model

(FLM) to control congestion inmobile communica-

tion system. There are few assumptions and no-
tations that we have considered: the model deals
with a network with homogeneous cells, therefore
what applies in one cell is applicable in all other
cells in the mobile network. We considered for
each base station with allocation of total chan-
nels “t”, that guard “g” is reserved exclusively for
handoff calls. Also, we assumed that both the
handoff calls and the new/originating calls arrive
according to Poisson arrivals. Parameters were
used under the assumption that all the channels
in the base station have passed the constraint test:
Co-Channel Constraint, Adjacent Channel Con-
straint and Co-Site Constraint. The parameters
are defined as follows: λh – Arrival rate for hand-
off calls.
λn – Arrival rate for new calls.
µ – Service rate i.e. the rate at which requests are
serviced. Ct – Total number of channels in a base
station.
Let X be a set. A fuzzy subset A of X is character-

ized by a membership function. fa: X [0, 1]. The
membership function is equivalent to the identity
function of a classical set.
In fuzzy sets, each element is mapped to [0,1],

by membership function. µA : X →[0, 1] where
[0,1] means real numbers between 0 and 1 (in-
cluding 0 and 1). The system performance is mea-
sured by using two major parameters such as call
blocking rate and call dropping rate. The two pa-
rameters are defined as shown in Eq. (1) and (2).

Call Blocking Rate=
Total number of calls blocked

Total number of new calls initiated
(1)

Call Dropping Rate=
Total number of calls dropped
Total number of handoff calls

(2)

Throughput: Throughput is the actual amount
of data that is successfully sent/received over the
communication link.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A simulation model was used to evaluate the

performance of the proposed scheme. Figure 3
shows the result of the call dropping rate (CDR)
without the use of fuzzy logicmodel, with the CDR
values that range from 19.06 to 36.50. Also, the
call dropping rate (CDR) with the use of fuzzy
logic model, with the CDR values that range from
12.02 to 18.90. The combination of guard chan-
nel allocation scheme together with the fuzzy logic
model has therefore proved to be more efficient
with a far lower CDR. Therefore, there is an im-
proved performance result in terms of reduced call
dropping rate with the application of fuzzy logic
model. Thus, the proposed scheme with fuzzy
logic model has proved to be more efficient than
that of the ordinary guard channel scheme. The
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Figure 1: System Architecture Diagram.

Figure 2: System Flowchart.
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Figure 3: Graph of Percentage (%) call dropping probability against call arrival.

Figure 4: Graph of Percentage (%) call blocking probability against call arrival.

Figure 5: Throughput Graph.
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evaluation result in Fig. 4 shows the Call Block-
ing Rate (CBR) that applied fuzzy model, with the
CBR values that range from 24.20 to 69.01, while
the CBR values without fuzzy logic model range
from 28.22 to 75.65. These implies that the CBR
of handoff calls decreases when fuzzy model was
applied. The result provides the evidence of an
improved performance in terms of reduced CBR
with the application of fuzzy logic model. Thus,
the proposed scheme with fuzzy logic model has
proved to be more efficient than that of the ordi-
nary guard channel scheme.
The model enhanced QoS further through the

efficient utilization of channels reservation and
channel allocation. There is increment in system
performance as there is increase in the through-
put of the system as shown in Fig. 5.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the model made use of two dif-
ferent guard channel assignment schemes; one is
fuzzy logic based while the other is without fuzzy
logic. The guard channel is adjusted dynamically
at various instances when the number of hand-
off calls in the guard channel exceed the thresh-
old. Handoff call is given priority over the new call
because termination of an established call frus-
trates users generally. The result shows that the
scheme with fuzzy logic performed better as there
was greater reduction in the call dropping proba-
bility compared to the call blocking probability.
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